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INTRODUCTION

Separation or reduction in concentration of tritium from effluents .of

many different types and sources seams to preclude the use of any single

methodology. Constraints of throughput, concentration levels, physical

form (gas or liquid), and associated impurities tead to limit th& choice of

applicable techniques. In most cases, however, the effluents containing

tritium are either gaseous, i.e., contain elemental isotope combinations, or

include water molecules of mixed hydrogen isotope content, or both. In all

cases, some pretreatment of the tritium-containing effluent must be effected

before tritium separation so as to make the medium chemically (or

physically) acceptable to the separation system. For example, retaoval of

catalytic poisons must be performed before H2-H2O exchange can be used

effectively. This paper assumes such pretreatment of the effluent has been

performed and thus limits the scope of discussion to pure source materials»

Reactor moderator or coolant, having been demineralized and filtered, is an

example of perfect high-purity feed.

Known hydrogen isotope separation processes result in preferential

transport of the light isotope (protium) leaving the heavy tritium isotope

behind. This phenomenon precludes "separation" of tritium; rather isotope

separation processes concentrate tritium as a residual after separation of

protium or deuterium. Total isolation of tritium can only occur through

removal or separation of protium and/or deuterium "impurities." Effectively,

this translates most successful processes into large volume operations,, since

tritium concentrations of interest are generally small. Within present:

technology no tritium separation system can be judged an inexpensive capital

investment or small in size when applied to the effluent streams of the real

world.

The Federal Government of the United States has funded research and

development activities in the area of tritium removal from a wide variety

of effluents for many years. This paper will discuss three processes that

have shown some success, namely, separation in the gas phase using Pd-25

wt. % Ag alloy diffusion membranes, electrolytic separation in the aqueous

phase using "bipolar" electrodes, and the countercurrent exchange of

tritium-containing hydrogen gas with water on catalytic surfaces combined

with separation by direct electrolysis. It is evident that each of these

processes employs electrolysis in some manner to generate elemental

hydrogen at some point in the process, unless an elemental feed source is
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available. Tha ultimate judgment of the most cost-effective process remains

clouded, since all of these processes are yet in the development sta^a.

TRITIUM CONCENTRATION BY DIFFUSION

Since the time of Graham's discovery of -mass dependency in diffusive

separation of isotopes, the use of palladium or palladium alloys for the

purification of hydrogen by diffusion has been widely employed. Because of

the snail diameter of the hydrogen atom, it can fit into the interstices of

this face centered cubic lattice without causing significant distortion.

Palladium can dissolve 13 times its own volume of hydrogen at 400°C and 50

times its own volume at 140°C. Separation of isotopes using palladium a3J.oy

membranes is most likely a multistep process involving gas-phase diffusion

of hydrogen molecules to the metal surface, adsorption of hydrogen on the

surface, dissociation into atoms, solution of the atoms into the metal

surface, diffusion through the bulk metal, re-emergence of hydrogen from

solution,' recombination to molecular form, desorption of the molecule from

the surface, and finally, gas-~phase diffusion from the surface.

Classical rate theory predicts that light isotopes permeate faster than

heavier ones. Separation of isotopes depends upon differences in solubility,

dissociation, and diffusion of the hydrogen isotopes in the metallic system.

Thus, it is conceivable that separation of the isotopes of hydrogen can be

achieved by passing an isotopic mixture through a series of separation

stages consisting of palladium membranes, using a pressure differential

across each membrane as the driving force to achieve an appreciable flow

of gas.

mien evaluating a palladium membrane system for processing hydrogen-

containing streams, the use of high pressure must be considered. The

advantage of high pressure lies in the high permeation rates obtainable with

high differential pressure. Other ways to increase throughput might be to

reduce the thickness of the membrane and/or operate at high temperatures

provided that isotope separation is not sacrificed to a point at which the

advantage of high flow rate becomes nullified. This could well occur since

solubility decreases with temperature increase.

A study was undertaken by Kamey (1) to determine permeation rates and

separation factors in the hydrogen-deuteritan-palladium-25 wt. Z silver

system under operating temperatures and pressures deemed necessary for

effluent treatment application. As noted in Raiaey's thesis other

experimentalists have reported successful isotope separation at low

temperature and pressure. Two experimentalists, F. J. Ackerman and
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G. J. Koskinas (2), reported on protiun-deutsriicn separations at pressures

up to 70 kg/ca2 and at temperatures at high as 400°C with a remarkable

separation factor of 2.3 (see equation 3, page 7, for the. definition of.

separation factor). Achievement of such a large separation factor added

considerable impetus to Ramey's study. Permeation rates of pure protium and

deuterium as well as isotope mixtures were measured by Ramey and flow rate

equations were suggested to describe the results. Mass transport and isotope

separation studies provided data suitable for preliminary design of an

optimized cascade. Tritium permeation studies were to have been undertaken,

but termination of the program occurred before such measurements could

be made.

Equipment Design and Experimental Method. To obtain data for subsequent

design and evaluation of operational problems associated with a multistage

system (cascaded operation), a single stage of the separation system was

constructed and tested. The system was designed to measure differential

permeation of hydrogen, deuterium, a l hydrogen-deuterium mixtures through

Pd-25 wt. % Ag membranes. Gas forepressures on the membrane, membrane

temperature, membrane thickness and input gas composition were the controlled

variables. ... .,.-.

Components of the system in the region of the separation membrane were

designed to operate at pressures up to 700 kg/cm-2..and a maximum temperature

of 600°C. The separation stage, Figure 1, was designed to employ a Pd-Ag

alloy membrane with thickness as small as 0.0025 cm while operating at the

maximum pressure and temperature indicated above. The entire flow scheme is

illustrated in Figure 2 and consists of a high pressure gas feed, a heated

zone containing the separation stage, a product exhaust line, and a gas

bleed line.

Gas pressures necessary to achieve high mass transport through the

separative membrane were attained using air—driven, piston compressors.

Since the separative membrane could catastrophically fail at pressure

differentials of only a few kg/cm2, a tungsten frit was used to support the

Pd-25 wt. % Ag foil (Figure 2). The entire membrane assembly was sealed

vacuum tight using Armco Alloy A-286 K-gaskets (Figure 2), which increase

their sealing capability with increasing system pressure.

In operation, the mixed isotope gas was impinged on the surface of the

Pd-Ag membrane at a preselected pressure while a one atmosphere (about

1 kg/cm2) backpressure was maintained. All feed gas was passed through a

heat exchange coil to ensure attainment of a uniform, known gas temperature

identical to that of the separative membrane. When pur-3 protiura or pure
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deuteriuia gas was employed, no bleed stream on the foreside of the

separative membrane was required; when isocope mixtures were studied,, a

bleed stream was necessary to avoid a protiuE-depleted layer froia forcing

(a protium concentration gradient in the. feed gas at the surface of the

membrane) and to remove the deuterium enriched fraction. Design of the

annular feed and bleed tubes on the high pressure side of the membrane

resulted in turbulent flow (efficient mixing of feed gas at the surface of

the separative membrane). That portion of gas passing through, the membrane

was effectively removed by pumping. All pressures were measured using

pressure transducers of the strain gauge type, and temperatures in the

system were continuously monitored with chromel—alumel thermocouples. Flow

rate measurements of product gas and bleed gas were made using mass flow

meters (it was assumed that the feed gas flow rate was the sum of the

product and bleed gas flow rates).

When isotope mixtures were studied, bleed gas and product gas

compositions were determined by time—of—flight mass spec'croroetry. Trapping

a small volume of flowing gas between remotely actuated valves and subsequent

slow transfer into an expansion volume avoided isotope separation by the

"nozzle effect" so that mass spectrometric analysis would truly represent

the concentration of isotopes in the various streams. The composition of

the feed gas was assured by premixing the pure .isotope components and then

rechecking the mixture composition by mass spectrometry.

To assure reproducible permeation rates, the Pd-25 wt. % Ag membrane

was annealed at 900°C in argon, cleaned ultrasonically in an alcohol bath,

heated to 450°C in flowing oxygen, then in hydrogen and finally in argon to

minimize residual hydrogen sorted in the metal.

Results

Pure Gas Permeation Rates. Figures 3 and 4 represent the variation of

flow rates of pure protium and deuterium through the Pd-25 wt. % Ag

membrane, as a function of pressure for different temperatures. The

representations are presented as a function of & for convenience in

comparing these data xvrith other published information. One can assume that

the permeation rate equation at constant temperature is of the form

R » k(P° - p£), (1)



where

R = pemeacion rate

k = proportionality constant (which assumes a constant area

and thickness)

Pf = forepressure

P, = back pressure (1 atmosphere or about 1 kg/cm2).

If it is also assumed that Pfe « Pf, the value of n may be determined from

the slope of the curve of the logarithm of permeation rate versus the

logarithm of the forepressure. Then

In R = In k + n In Pf. (2)

Plots of In. R versus In P are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

As indicated in Figures 5 and 6 there appear to be two regions (at any

given temperature) of approximately linear behavior in flow rate with

increasing forepressure. However, it is apparent that the simple equation.

(2) is not obeyed over the pressure range of the experiments, and there is

no consistent behavior between flow rates measured at the various, tempera-'

tures studied other than a general increase in flow rate with increasing .

temperature. It is obvious that it is not possible for a single (constant)

value of n to represent the pressure dependent driving force in the assumed

rate equation over any wide range of pressures, even at one temperature,

A detailed treatment of pressure and temperature dependence of flow rate

as well as an exhaustive bibliography may be found in the thesis by Ramey (1).

Mixed Gas Flow Rates and Isotope Separation

Using the same equipment as described for the pure gas flow rate

measurements, Ramey studied the flow characteristics of mixed H2-D2 gas and

the subsequent separation of these isotopes by permeation through the

Pd-25 wt. % Ag alloy membrane. The concentrations of protium and deuterium

were measured in each flow stream by mass spectrometry. Essentially the

experiments involving mixed isotope gases were similar to those described

earlier for pure gases except that a bleed stream was necessary (see

Figure 7).

Nomenclature for the separation process involving mixed isotopes

diffusing through a Pd-25 wtt. % Ag membrane is illustrated in Figure 7

where Xj , Yj are the mole fractions of component ] on the high and low

pressure sides of the membrane, respectively, (Xj + X2 = 1, Yj + Y2 =* 1).

The definition of the separation factor of protium from deuterium is



where

Yj = mole fraction of protium in the product stream

Xi = mole fraction of protima in the bleed stream.

In summary of results of mixed isotope flow rate and separation

experiments, Table 1 presents selected observed data at various temperatures.

Table 1

H2-D2 Gas Permeation Rates and Separation Data (a)(b)

Permeation Rate Average
(cm3/min) Separation

Temperature, °C Measured Calculated (c) Factor (d)

200 31 44 1.498

300 95 115 1.425

410 165 197 1.381

500 211 251 1.320

600 221 311 1.285

(a) Membrane area, 0.71 cm2; thickness, 0.0033 cm

(b) P& - 1.05 kg/cm
2, Pf - 273.5 kg/cm

2

(c) Based on pure gas flow rates, weighted for mole fraction

(d) Average of 3 or 4 measurements- except at 200°C (1 measurement).

In addition to data presented in Table 1, many more data points were

used to derive the functional relationship between separation factor and

temperature

ct2 = 1.091 exp C149.8/T), (4)

where T is in degrees Kelvin.

Although the composition range of the mixed isotopa gas feed studied by

Kamey was narrow (pxotium mole fraction of 0.5 to 0.6), no trend in

separation factor with feed composition was noted. Ramey used six different

thicknesses of permeation foils ranging from 0.00084 cm to 0.0036 cm; no «

apparent relationship between foil thickness and separation factor was

evident throughout a total of 107 experimental determinations. Finally,

through a wide range of mole fractions of the HD content (as observed by

mass spectrometry) in the feed material, no effect on separation factor was

noted.
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Smaoary of Diffusion Separation

From data shown in Table 1 it is apparent that sufficiap.c separation

of protiuB-deuterium fixtures can be achieved with, reasonably 3.arge mass

transport and thus warrants consideration as a technique for the separation

of protium-tritium mixtures. From Table 1 and equation 3 it is evident that

separation improves with decreasing temperature, but in the interest of

using such a process to separate large quantities of hydrogen isotopes,

enhanced throughput may be necessary at the expense of separation efficiency*

Insufficient experimentation in the achievement of maximum separation

factor CH2~D2) * s apparent since Ackerman achieved a value of 2.3 at

70 kg/cm2 forepressure and 400°C. Ramey attributes Ackerman's larger

separation value to his achievement of better mixing of the feed gas and

depleted layer gas at the .surface of the diffusion membrane. Thus diffuser

system design remains an important parameter in the successful use of this

technique. It is not possible, without further experimentation, to evaluate

this process on the basis of cost effectiveness.

SEPARATION OF PROTIUM FROM DEUTERIUM OR TRITIUM BY BIPOLAR ELECTROLYSIS

Historically the concept of bipolar electrodes has been applied to

purification of metals for more than 50 years, for example, in the refining

of copper metal by electrolysis. To effect the separation of protium.-from

deuterium and/or tritium, one can visualize a system, as shown in Figure 8,

wherein a single bipolar electrode is operating. The electrode reactions

at the bipolar electrode are those normally expected in an aqueous

electrolysis process generating hydrogen and oxygen at the cathode and anode,

respectively. The major significant differences occurring at the bipolar

electrode is the lack of generation of gaseous (or evolved) hydrogen or

oxygen and the transport of hydrogen atoms through the electrode by diffusion

with subsequent oxidation of the species at the anodic surface to yield

water with no evolution of oxygen.

In 1973, Drazic" et. al (3) pairormed experiments using a graphitic or

charcoal porous bipolar electrode containing platinum and a hydrophobic

organic compound; these experiments effectively showed the feasibility of

isotope separation by this bipolar mechanism. Indeed a composite

separation factor of 8 was observed (the product of the separation factor

occurring at a single bipolar electrode and that occurring at the reference

cathode) for the H2O-T2O system. In this discussion I will call the

composite separation factor "S" and define this factor according to the

equation
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S — •• • • • - • • - ' •• - r->\

HD fY /Y ^ v^/

where

Xj/X_ = the mole fraction ratio of protiun to deuterium as

measured in the evolving cathode gas,

Y-j/Y., = the mole fraction ratio of orotium to deuterium in
11 jj

the aqueous electrolyte in the anode compartment of

the electrolysis cell.

A similar relation would be valid for the separation factor of ptotium-

tritium mixtures, S.-_. In reality there exists a separation factor, a ,
HI n

for each dynamic process occurring in the electrolytic system: diffusion

of hydronium ions, sorption of hydrogen on the electrode surface after

reduction, the reduction process itself, diffusion of the hydrogen isotope

species in the bipolar electrode, oxidation of the species at the anodic

surface, and subsequent desorption of the resultant water molecule from

the electrode surface. In practice, therefore, measured separation factors

are composites which mathematically may be represented by the relation

S = n an, (6)

where S is the measured factor and a is the separation factor associated

with each dynamic process occurring in the electrolysis system* Drazic**

estimated that a composite S „ of ^21 might be achievable for a single

bipolar electrode and a single reference Chydrogen-evolving) cathode.

In 1976, we at Oak Ridge National Laboratory undertook research to

investigate the feasibility of the bipolar concept for separation of protium

from,deuterium and/or tritium; this work, which is still in progress, is

described below.

Experimental Approach

The bipolar electrode must be hydrophobic if maximum separation of

isotopes is to be effected. Hydrophobicity assures separation of electrolyte,

in the anode and cathode compartments which is necessary to avoid contamina-

tion of protium-rich material in the cathode chamber with the higher heavy

isotope concentration contained in the anode chamber during electrolytic

separation. Initially, attempts were made to repeat the work of Drazic1*

using various configurations of charcoal porous electrodes, Figure 9, coated
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internally and externally with Teflon or polyethylene to attain hycro-

phobicity. A typical cell configuration having one bipolar electrode and

nickel reference electrodes is shown in Figure 10. A 6 N_ K2CO3 solution

was used as the electrolyte. This work, was performed on 1:1 mixtures of

H20 and D20 and at a cell electrolyte temperature of 27°C. Time-of-flight

mass spectrometry was employed to analyze isotope concentrations in the gas

evolved at the reference cathode while nuclear magnetic resonance was

employed to determine anode-compartnent and cathode-compartraer;t electrolyte

concentrations of protium and deuterium.

Results of these experiments showed rapid polarization of the bipolar

electrode, which limited the current density (throughput), and also severe

erosion of the anodic surface, causing irreversible electrode damage.

Experiments were performed in an effort to sensitize or activate tha

electrode surfaces on an intermittent basis; polarity of the cell was

reversed periodically and the current density was monitored. With the cell

operating in the reverse mode for one minute or less during each tea-roinute

interval, at 27°C, a Tnayinnqn current density was achieved of about 30 ma/aa2-

of electrode surface. Separation factors- between 4 and 8 were iseasured for

the composite cell (separation occurring at the bipolar electrode and in

other dynamic processes including eventual e\'olution of hydrogen species at

the reference cathode). Because of electrode deterioration, low current

density, and the probable (but untested) tritium radiation-induced

deterioration of the organic polymeric hydvophobic materials in the bipo1 xt

electrode, further experimentation with charcoal electrodes was disconf inued.

Foils of Pd-25 wt. % Ag alloy were prepared for use as bipolar

electrodes. Since the metal foil was totally impervious to the electrolyte,

no organic hydrophobic agent was necessary to isolate electrode compartments

during cell operation. Furthermore, from work described earlier on

diffusion of hydrogen isotope species through this alloy, some additional

separative capability in the bipolar electrode might be expected (although

nominally much less than that expected from electrolytic mechanisms).

Experimental cell design was maintained essentially the same as when charcoal

electrodes were used, as were the operating conditions (polarity reversal to

maintain-maximum current density, for example).

Immediate improvement in cell operating characteristics was noted using

a 0.00025-cm thick Pd-25 wt. % Ag bipolar electrode. Current density was

maximized at 70 ma/cm2 before gas bubble formation on the bipolar electrode

surfaces was observed—this is the constraint limiting the current density

and represents the condition of saturation of the electrode with hydrogen
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species or the limicing rate of dissolution of atomic hydrogerv into the

natal lattice froa surface sorption sites. Prolonged cell operation of up

to 240 hours resulted in no erosion effects on the metallic bipolar

electrode, but some deterioration of the nickel terminal electrodes was

observed; substitution of platinum for nickel eliminated this problem.

Depending upon cell operating parameters, composite separation factors of

close to 20 were measured for the H20-D20 system. Since a separation factor

on the reference platinum cathode of between 4 and 8 is realizable (usual3.y

about 4 to 5 in our cell), t-'dLs would result in a calculated a_,, (separation
or

factor attributed to the bipolar electrode) of up to 5 or approximately
equal to that of the reference cathode. By using the theoretical factor,

In
In o ^ 3

4

= -s- (minimum), (7)
3

as derived by Bigeleisen (4) for conversion of an H20-D20 separation

equivalent, the separation factor for H2O-T2O systems would be expected, to

be about 7.5 for the platinum cathode reaction and about 54 attributable to

the composite system having a single bipolar electrode. These values may-

be compared with observed data reported below.

Using a replicate cell to that employed to measure H2O-D2O separation,

the separation of H2O-T2O was experimentally studied. The electrolysis

cell used a palladium-silver bipolar electrode and an electrolyte

composition of 6 jN KOH and 300 uCi 3H/liter. Low tritium concentration was

used as a convenience in determining by scintillation counting methods the

tritium concentration change in the electrolyte and the tritium content in

the hydrogen gas (collected at the cathode). In contrast to gas analysis

by mass spectrometric methods, samples of gas evolved at the reference

cathode of the cell were quantitatively converted to water on a hot,

sputterdepoaited platinum catalyst and subsequently collected in a

refrigerated condenser; such samples were counted by the liquid scintilla-

tion method. Cell polarity reversal of 30 sec in each 10-minute interval

was used to maintain may?mum electrode activation (minimum polarization)

which resulted in maximum mass transport. Measurement of mass transport

under the stated conditions yielded a value of 0.56 g/cm2 • day at 27°C.

Separation factor, a , on the cathode was found to be about 8 in the

H2O-T2O system. Depending upon the mode of operation of the bipolar cell,

measurement of separation factor resulted in composite values (S™,) of 40 to

130 (the product of separation factor arising from the bipolar electrode and
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that of the reference platinum cathode), and the a n was calculated to be

about 5 to 16. These separation factor values are in some cases greater

than those calculated above using the Bigeleisen approximation, which is a

miniraura number. With values of S as large as those observed, it is easy
HT

to see that very few stages (cells or bipolar electrodes) would be needed

to effect nearly complete removal of protium froro the residual electrolyte.

Current Research

Studies of improvement in throughput (mass transport) are in. progress;

greater throughput is expected with increasing temperature of the cell,

increased electrode surface area, and activation of surface sorption sites..

Because of the large magnitude of the separation factor, sacrifice of

separation efficiency in favor of greater mass transport is warranted.

Without electrode surface treatment (activation by increasing the number of

sorption sites, e.g., palladizing), it is expected that throughput will

double if the temperature is increased to 70°C. Water electrolysis cells

have successfully operated at temperatures up to 250°C; throughput should

be improved by an order of magnitude or more at this temperature. Large-

area electrodes will be necessary to continuously process waste, or reactor

moderator feed streams. The following parameters of the bipolar system'

are being studied: ,^,K.

1. Temperature dependence of mass transport

2. Surface activation and stability of metal electrodes

3. Influence of electrolyte composition on operating parameters

4. Testing of other metal alloys as candidate bipolar electrodes

5. Effects of increased area of the electrodes

6. Construction materials evaluation with regard to radiation damage

7. Cascade design and operation.

The most important research being performed is the construction and

operation of an electrolysis cell having more than one bipolar electrode,

shown in Figure 11. In this system, partial separation of hydrogen isotopes

would occur on each bipolar electrode in tandem fashion such that n + 1

separations would occur per electrolysis cell, where n is the number of

bipolar electrodes. The physical area of each bipolar electrode would

necessarily be the same as any other in the cell since the mass transport

per electrode is fixed by the current flow between the terminal anode and

the terminal cathode. The composite separation factor for the total cell

would be the product of separation factors occurring on each electrode. As

illustrated in Figure 11, electrolyte flow, countercurrent to the mass
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transport of the lighter isotope, nust be raaincainad so chat continuous

isotope separation from a continuous feed stream can be performed.

Depending upor the extent of separation required, several of these "square

cascades" could be joined in tandem to "taper" a total separations cascade,

e.g., a smaller cell containing one or more bipolar electrodes could be

used to further concentrate tritium-enriched electrolyte from the terminal

anode chamber of a larger cell. Some discussion of tapered cascades will

be presented later.

Hypothetical Decontamination of a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) by Bipolar
Isotope Separation

Assume the following operating parameters:

1. Reactor coolant tritium concentration = 2500 pCi/liter

(highest tolerable level)

2. Separation cascade operating temperature: 70°C

3. Mass transport of bipolar electrodes: 0.93 g/cm2 • day

4. Separation factor at 70°C =10. .

Table 2

Reduction of Tritium Content by Bipolar Electrolysis -•• .--••

Flowrate % Activf tf "
Stage No. Cascade- Stream (kg/day)- (yCi/l)

1 Tritium depleted 99.9 .. 790

Reactor pool feed 100.0 2500

4.7 (5) Tritium enriched 0.1 1.7 • 106

i • '

From Table 2.and Figure 12, it is evident that only a very few stages

(bipolar electrodes +1) are required to concentrate the initial tritium

content by about 1000 fold. Since the total upflow for an electrolysis

cascade is the total amount of water which must be electrolyzed, the total

upflow for this cascade would be 166 kg/day which would require a -ma-yirnirpi

electrode surface area of 17.8 m2 in the largest cell. Since normal

electrolysis requires about 6.6 kW hr of electric power per kilogram of

water and the bipolar process theoretically will consume about 25 percent

of this value at 70°C, then the process electrical power cost is

calculated to be $0.0137/kg H2O assuming a unit power cost of $0.005/kW hr.

The reduced power consumption noted (25%) results from the multiple

electrolyses occurring on the bipolar electrodes in any single square

'., . cascade as estimated by Ribnikar and Pupezin (5).
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CATALYTXC DETRITIATION OF WATER

Mound Laboratory operated by Monsanto Chemical Company for the

Department of Energy has, during the past four year.s, been actively involved

in the development of methods to contain and control fritiuia during its

processing and to recover it from waste streams (6). Initial bench-scale

research was directed rainly toward removal of tritium from gaseous effluent

streams. The gaseous effluent investigation has progressed through the

development stage and has been implemented in routine operations. A test

laboratory embodying many of the results of the research phase has been

designed and its construction has been completed.

As the program at Mound Laboratory has progressed, the scope of the

effort has be&n. expanded to include research concerned with handling

tritiated liquids as well. A program is presently underway to investigate

the detritiation of aqueous wastes using the Combined Electrolysis Catalytic

Exchange CCECE) process. The key to the CECE process is a proprietary

precious metal hydrophobic catalyst developed by Butler at Chalk River

(AECL), Canada. -

Catalytic Exchange

The catalytic exchange section of the process centers around two

catalyst-packed columns, which are arranged in series to operate as if they

were the upppr and lower sections of a single column (see Figure 13). Each

column is 7.5 m in length and has an inside diameter of 2.5 cm, which

results in a superficial cross-sectional area of 5 cm2 and a gross column

volume of 3800 cm3. The packing in each column consists of 4300 g of

0.6-cm diameter catalyst spheres. Liquid redistribution rings are placed

at 45-cm intervals throughout the length of each column to limit channeling

in the packed sections.

In operation, the water to be detritiated is supplied at approximately

5 cm3/min; it is combined with the water stream exiting the upper column,

and introduced at the top of the lower column. The 10 cm3/min liquid

stream from the bottom of the lower column is routed to the electrolysis

section of the process where it is used as feed. Currently, the liquid

stream entering at the top of the upper column is made up of distilled

water, supplied from outside the process. Ultimately, however, this stream

is expected to be a reflux stream, provided by a recombiner or fuel cell

which would in turn be fed by the hydrogen product from the upper column.

The hydrogen stream from the electrolysis section is fed to the bottom

of the lower column and then is routed to the bottora of the upper column.
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Upoa exiting the upper colunn, it is currently vented to the atmosphere

through a stack. As mentioned previously, however, it is anticipated that

this stream will later be fed to either a fuel cell or a recombiner to

provide reflux to the process and a detritiatsd liquid product.

Control of gas and liquid flows in the catalytic exchange section of

the process is performed by a single microprocessor.

Electrolysis

Principal items of equipment in the electrolysis section are four

General Electric electrolysis stacks (Figure 14). Each stack consists of

eight cells, each of which has an active area of 46.45 cm2. Current density

is 1.076 amp/cm2 for the maximum rated current of 50 amps. Rated, stack

voltage is 16.8 VDC. Operating at these conditions, each stack electrolyzes

2.45 cm3 water/min to produce approximately 3000 cm3 hydrogen/min and

150Q.cm3 oxygen/min. The maximum cell operating pressure is 7.03 kg/cm2

and the upper temperature limit is 66°C. Proper stack operation requires

that feed water resistivity be maintained at greater than 500,000 ohm-cm,.

and that a water circulation rate of approximately 400 cm.3/mint per 8-cell

stack be maintained. _

Preliminary Results ./,•>.-

The CECE system was recently operated continuously for a period of

approximately 48 hours. Water was fed both to the top of the first column

and in between the columns, each at a rate of 3 cm3/min. The top feed

had a concentration of 0.028 uCi/liter. The total electrolysis gas stream,

7.2 liters/man, was introduced at the bottom of the second column.

The depleted hydrogen stream exited the system at the top of the

first column, where a portion of this stream was oxidized to water,

collected in an ethylene glycol "bubbler", and analyzed for tritium using

liquid scintillation counting. At the end of this 48-hour run, the water

formed from this tritium-depleted hydrogen had a concentration of 0.006

pCi/liter, while the electrolysis water loop had been enriched to 386

uCi/liter. These results are summarized in Figure 15.

Studies involving various portions of the CECE process are in progress

and are noted below:

1. Exchange catalyst configuration and formulation

2» Effects of radiation on organic polymer coating used to

maintain hydrophobicity of the catalyst

3. Exchange column packing configurations to improve

throughput and raduce the height of a theoretical unit .
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4. Improvement in performance of ths electrolysis cell-

At present the height of a theoretical unit for hydrogen-tritium separation

is estimated Co be about 0.5-1.5 m ac room temperature: studies to reduce

this height to 0.3—0.6 m by decreasing the liquid velocity, increasing .

column diameter, and/or improving catalyst design and packing configuration

are in progress. The present catalyst packing characteristics can be

sunmarized from data furnished by the AECL manufacturer.

Weight of catalyst, g/cm3 1.15

Pieces per cm3 4.36

Surface area, cmz/g 4.38

Packing factor ^1250

Future Plans

The pilot CECE system will continue to be operated with goals of

obtaining operating experience, determining scale-up parameters, and

improving system dependability. Hound Laboratory also tentatively/ plans

to build a larger system beginning in late 1978. This system, would, be

used to treat aqueous tritium-containing effluents for the Department

of Energy. . _-

DISCUSSION -V-

For the three processes presented in this paper, it is evident that

all require appropriate containment for operational' equipment so as to

protect operating personnel from exposure and/or contact with tritium or

tritiated water, especially when high concentration levels are encountered.

Costs for such containment facilities or estimation of minimum requirements

for containment is beyond the scope of this discussion.

In the case of separation by gas permeation through palladium alloy

membranes, one complete electrolysis of tritium-containing water would be

necessary to produce feed material to the system. After initial

electrolysis, power input to the permeation system would be limited to

heating the stages and compressing the gas (probably the largest power

consumption) between each stage; the gas on the low-pressure side of the

membrane would require'recompression, but the bleed stream gas on the

foreside of the membrane would remain at high pressure. If a gaseous feed

to the diffusion system were available, only gas compression costs and

system heating power would be required.

In the case of bipolar multistage electrolysis, (n + 1) separate

electrolyses occur, where n is the number of bipolar membranes in any given

"square cascade", with the input power equal to the normal electrolysis _ _.
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power of one cell plus that: additional power required co overcome resistive

losses and the overvoltage characteristic of each bipolar membrane.. As

compared with a system of individual electrolysis calls equal t o u + 1

bipolar cells, it is estimated that between 50 percent and 80 parcent

power savings could be realized using the bipolar concept, bised oa the

estimation by Ribnikar (5). The higher the cell temperature, the more

power-afficient the operation becomes. In addition, if evolved hydrogen

and oxygen were recombined in a fuel cell with the resulting generated

power returned to the separative operation, as much as an additional

15 percent power savings could be realized. Catalytic recombiners are now

being used to convert to water the hydrogen evolved from the electrolysis

cathode, but perhaps fuel cells capable of operating, i- some cases, with

high, tritium concentrations could be developed to recover this potential

power. .

Finally, in the case of C2CE processing, continuous electrolysis is

required to generate gaseous hydrogen as exchange-column feed. Therefore,

it is cost effective to design a separative plant for this process using

the maximum number of exchange columns per single electrolysis cell.

Cascade design (and cost) for any of these processes is directly

controlled by volume of feed to be processed and to the input and cascade

output concentrations required. To illustrate this point let us assume

three possible situations:

a) Separation of low level tritium, from large volumes of

process water, the tritium-free product being dumped

to the environment

b) Continuous separation of tritium from a heavy water

moderated reactor with subsequent enrichment of the

tritium to processing levels (^102) and return of

depleted D2 0 to the reactor pool

c) Continuous reduction of tritium content of an aqueous

reprocessing stream which is subsequently recycled to

the process in which it becomes recontaminated; the

tritium enriched fraction is stored or disposed of

appropriately.

Figure 16 illustrates the schematic shapes of the three cascades involved

in the separative processes outlined above. In Figure 16 the width of

each diagram is proportional to the size of the separative system, e.g.,

column diameter or electrolysis membrane area; the area enclosed is

proportional to the volume of water processed.
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Evidently the processing oil tritium-concaiainated water (depending oa

tritium content) to reach the environmental standard is the most expensive

process because of the large volumes of water required to be processed and

the number of stages required to reduce the tritium concentration to the

prescribed level (Figure 16, diagram "a"). The least costly cascade- is

that in which only part of the tritium is removed and the partially

decontaminated water is recirculated to its origin (Figure 16, "c").

Although more stages would be required to concentrate the tritiim-containing.

fraction to a level, i.e., 10 weight percent, suitable for total, tritium

recovery, each stage volume would be small and energy costs would be

relatively low by comparison to those involved in removing low tritium

concentrations from large volumes of H2O or D2O (Figure 16, "b").

In all of the processes, separation factors are large as compared to

those normally encountered in separative processes applied to heavier

elements. Especially in the case of bipolar electrolytic separation, the

separation factor is so large that much, of it can 6e sacrificed to improve

throughput, (mass transfer). Flow and separative parameters of the

permeation system should (with additional experimentation) permit

determination of a •ma^i™^ transport-separation efficiency and thus the

material handling capability at minimum cost will be fixed per unit area

of separative membrane. The C5CE system and the gas permeation system can.

be tapered in cascade design because they are both, easilv sized, to the

volume of the material being processed; in contrast the bipolar system must

be tapered using modular "square" cascades since the volume per cell

containing an unspecified number of bipolar electrodes is fixed (see as in

Figure 11) and depends upon the volume of feed to be processed per unit

time.

Finally, the aqueous product effluents of the bipolar electrolysis

system and the CECE systems contain electrolyte compounds which must be

removed; this would seem to pose no major problem since in either case the

tritium-rich fraction is small, but in the case of the bipolar system, the

tritium depleted electrolyte fraction must be demineralized, distilled, or

electrolyzed. Cost involved with this latter treatment depends upon the

volumes to be handled. From an engineering viewpoint, all separative

systems described require support systems: pumps, regulators, and

analytical monitoring. Except for the gas phase permeation system,

electrical control of continuous electrolysis processes are required.

Hopefully within the next year, definitive predictions as to cost

effectiveness of the bipolar electrolysis and CECS methods will be • •
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forthcoming. Gas perneation has been abandoned because of possible hazards

involved with high temperature, high pressure hydrogen manipulations.
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FICURE LIST

Figure No. Figure Caption

1 Hydrogen isotope separation stage for use at high,
pressure and temperature,

2 Gas flow patterns around and through the diffusion
membrane.

3 Protium permeation rate as a function of the differences
in the square root of the forepressure (Pf) and back
pressure (Pfe)J membrane area - 0.712 cm^, membrane
thickness - 0.0023 cm. .

Deuterium permeation rate as a function of the difference
in the square root of the forepressure (P.) and back
pressure CPfa) * membrane area — 0.712 crn̂ , membrane
thickness - 0.0023 en.

5 Protium permeation-pressure proportionality diagram.

6 Deuterium permeation-pressure proportionality diagram.

7 Schematic representation of an isotope separation: stage;
X, Y, and Z are mole fractions of the isotopes indicated.

8 Electrolytic reactions occurring in a cell containing a
single bipolar electrode. ''•<-.

9 Triple-layer bipolar electrode.

10 Experimental bipolar electrolysis cell.

11 Schematic representation of a multi-bipolar electrolysis
cell for deuterium-tritium separation. .

12 Schematic representation of a cascade separation of tritium
by multiple bipolar electrolysis cells.

13 Catalytic exchange section of the CECE separation process.

14 Electrolysis section of the CECE separation process.

15 Preliminary results obtained from the CECE process.

16 Schematic Representations of Tritium Separation Cascade
Shapes

a) Tritium-depleted product at environmentally safe level;
tritium-enriched product to disposal.

b) Reactor moderator recycle, tritium enriched fraction at
10%.

c) Process water treatment for recycle to the plant;
tritium enriched fraction to disposal. . .
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